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ABSTRACT 
A symmetrizer of a given pair of matrices, A and B, is defined as a matrix X for 
which the product AXB is symmetric. Right and left symmetrizers of a given matrix A 
are defined accordingly. The main results of the paper are general representations of 
all three types of symmetrizers. The problem considered arose in connection with 
certain questions pertaining to admissible linear estimation in a Gauss-Markoff model. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
LJ3 am, n denote the linear space of m X n matrices over the real field, 
and let 9lLL denote the linear subspace of %,,, consisting of symmetric 
matrices of order m. Let us introduce the following concepts. 
DEFINITION 1. Given A E a,,,, n and B E 9?$,, m, the matrix X E %“, p is 
said to be a symmetrizer of the pair {A, B} ifAXBE%k. 
DEFINITION 2. Given A E %& n, the matrix X E 9lL,, m is said to be a 
right symmetrizer of A if AX E 9R&, and is said to be a left symmetrizer of A 
if XAEGX,“. 
Denote by S(A, B) the set of symmetrizers of {A, B}, and by S,(A) and 
s.(A) the sets of right and of left symmetrizers of A, respectively. From the 
definitions it follows immediately that S,(A) =S(A, I) and S,(A) =S(I, A), 
where I stands for the identity matrix of appropriate order, and also that 
S(A, B) is a linear subspace of 9R,,, P, while S,(A) and S,(A) are linear 
subspaces of %,,,. 
The purpose of this paper is to provide complete characterizations of the 
subspaces S(A, B), S,(A) and S,(A) via developing general representations 
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of their elements. The dimensions of these subspaces are also established, It 
should be noted that some motivation for the present considerations may be 
found in mathematical statistics, where the algebraical problem of 
determining the class of left symmetrizers of a given matrix is inherent in the 
problem of deriving a general representation of an admissible linear estimator 
for a given set of identifiable linear parametric functions in a Gauss-Markoff 
model. 
1. SYMMETRIZERS 
To establish a characterization of %(A, B) certain results on projectors 
will be needed. Given K E %, , n, let X and 3CT denote the column spaces of 
K and KT, respectively, KT being the transpose of K. Further, let P, and 
PIT stand for the orthogonal (under the standard inner product) projectors 
on X and XT. It is well known that 
P,=KK+ and P%T=K+K, (1.1) 
where K+ is the Moore-Penrose inverse of K. It is also known that, given 
subspaces X, CC%~, the orthogonal projector on the sum of X and C can 
be expressed as 
(14 
(cf. Ben-Israel and Greville [3, p. 198]), whereas the orthogonal projector on 
the intersection of X and C can be expressed as 
P ane=2P~(Px+P,)+P,=2P,(P,+P,)+P, (1.3) 
(cf. Anderson and Duffin [l], and also Ben-Israel and Greville [3, p. 1991). 
To establish the dimension of S(A, B) two other results will be needed. 
They are stated below as Lemmas 1 and 2, and the details of their proofs are 
given in the Appendix. 
LEMMA 1. Let TEX,,,, U’S%,, Q, and kt dimT=t and dim%=u. 
Then 
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LEMMA 2. L-et TE%_ 
dim%=u. Then 
and UE%“, be such that ST=%, and let 
The main result of the present paper is given in Theorem 1.1. The symbol 
a therein denotes the sum of two subspaces of 9lL”,, that are mutually 
orthogonal with respect to the inner product defined as [T, Ul= tr(UTT), 
where tr( *) stands for the trace of a matrix argument. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let AEGX,,, and BE‘%&,. Z&-n 
S(A,B)=%,a%s, (1.4 
where the subspaces 5X, and X2 are defined as 
and 
9& = {z-P&P,:ZE%,,,}. (1.6) 
Moreover, 
dimS(A,B)=np-ab+$(r+l), (1.7) 
where a=dim&, b-dim%, andr=dim@n‘ZBT. 
Proof. Applying (1.1) and making use of the fact that the product of 
matrices is cyclically commutative under the operation of taking the trace, it 
is easily verified that tr(X~X,)=O for any X,E%, and X,E%,, thus 
showing the orthogonality of the subspaces 5% r and %,. 
Now observe that, on account of (l.l), for any X=X, +X2, where 
X,E%~ and X,E%,, the product AXB can be written 
AXB=P,(P, +P4aT)+P&VP@(P, +P&+PsT, 
or, on account of (1.3), 
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Hence, since P@, %~r E %$, , it follows that xx, q %,cs(A,B). 
To prove the reverse inclusion suppose that X, ES(A, B), i.e. that 
AX B=BTXTAT 0 0 * w 
Then 
P,rAX,BP, =PS&XoBPS~ 
=P&X,BP, 
=P&LOBPS=, 
since, in view of (1.1) and (1.9), each of the four expressions equals AX,B. 
This implies that the element of %r obtained from (1.5) by setting 
W=4AX,B can be written 
X,=A+(P,+P,,)+(P,+P,+AX,B(P,+P,=)(P,+P,,)+B+, 
or, on account of (1.2), 
X, =A+P~+&XOBP~+~=B+. 
But P&+%‘A=A and BP@+.= =B, and thus, in view of (l.l), 
(1.10) 
The element of YLs obtained from (1.6) by setting Z=X, is 
(1.11) 
From (1.10) and (1.11) it is seen that every X0 satisfying (1.9) admits a 
representation of the form X r + X,, which concludes the proof of (1.4). 
Finally, in view of (1.4), 
dim S(A,B)=dim%r+dim x2. (1.12) 
According to Lemma 1, 
dim f&=np-ab. (1.13) 
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On the other hand, since the premultiplier and postmultiplier of W in (1.5), 
if denoted respectively by U and V, are such that 
it follows, from Lemma 2, that 
dim%,=ir(r+l). (1.14) 
Substituting (1.13) and (1.14) into (1.12) yields (1.7), thus completing the 
proof. n 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1 is the following 
COROLLARY 1.1. LetAE%,,,. Then 
Moreover, 
dim s(AT,A)=n2- &z(u- l), 
where a =dim 6?. 
Two remarks seem to be worth making in the context of Corollary 1.1. 
First observe that the pair {AT, A}, with a nonzero A E ?)lL,,, m, is symmetrized 
by all matrices of order n, that is 
if and only if A is of rank 1. In the other extreme case, the pair {AT, A} is 
symmetrized exclusively by those matrices of order n which are themselves 
symmetric, that is 
ifandonIyifAisoffullrowrankn. 
It is obvious that for any given A E am, n and B E xP, m the subspace 
{AXB:X&(A,B)} (1.15) 
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contains 0 E nt, , m. An interesting question is under what condition is this 
matrix the only element of (1.15). The answer is obtainable as a corollary to 
the following 
THEOREM 1.2. Let AE%,,, and BE%&,. k 
dim{AXB:XES(A,B)}=$r(r+l), 
where I+= dim Ci?n 93 T. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from Lemma 2 by observing that, 
on account of (1.8), 
{AXB:XES(A,B)}={P,,~~WP,,~BT:WE~~~~~}. n 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let AE‘%&,,, and BE%+,,. Then a necessary and 
sufficient condition fm AXB to equal 0 E %,, m for every X E 5 (A, B) is that 
@n%T={O). 
2. RIGHT AND LEFT SYMMETRIZERS 
Two alternative characterizations for each of the subspaces S.(A) and 
S L(A) will be given here. First, use is made of the facts that S a(A) = S (A, I) 
and S.(A)=~(I,A), and, consequently, of Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let AE%,,,. Then 
S,(A)={A+WP~:WE~~~)~{(I-P,,)Z:Z@~~&,,) (2.1) 
and 
S,(A)={P,~VA+:VE%;}~{Z(I-P,):zEGs~~,,,}. (2.2) 
Moreover, 
dimSn(A)=m(n-a)+ia(a+l) (2.3) 
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and 
dimSJA)=n(m-a)+da(a+l), (2.4) 
where a=dim@. 
Proof. Setting B =I, in which case B + -4 = PseT = I, results in reduc- 
ing the formulae (1.5) and (1.6) to the forms 
%,= {A+(I+P,)-‘WP,(I+P,)-‘:WE‘X;} (2.5) 
and 
(2.6) 
But, as is seen from (1.3), 
Pe(I+P&J’= iP,+ (2.7) 
and hence. 
A+(I+P,)-‘= ;A+. P-8) 
Substitution of (2.7) and (2.8) transforms (2.5) to the form 
EXi={A+WPe:W@?L;}. (2.9) 
On account of (1.4), combining (2.9) with (2.6) yields (2.1). The representa- 
tion (2.2) follows in a similar way. The formulae (2.3) and (2.4) are direct 
consequences of (1.7). n 
It appears that subspaces S,(A) and S,(A) can equivalently be 
characterized in considerably simpler forms that do not involve the 
Moore-Penrose inverses of the matrices. However, contrary to the 
representations (2.1) and (2.2), pairs of subspaces used in the alternative 
representations of s,(A) and S,(A) are, in general, not orthogonal, nor even 
disjoint, the term “disjoint” being used here with reference to subspaces 
whose intersection contains the zero element only. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let A E %,, n. Then 
s,(A)= {VAT:V~9R;} + {(I-P&T)Z:ZE%,,,} (2.10) 
and 
S,(A)={ATW:WEnt;}+{Z(I-P,):ZE%,,,}. (2.11) 
Proof. If X is of the form 
X=VAT +(I-P,T)Z, (2.12) 
where VE‘!JRz and ZEGX, mr then AX = AVAT, thus showing that X E 5 n(A). 
To prove that the subspades on the right-hand side of (2.10) constitute a 
complete characterization of S,(A), let X, E%~., be such that 
AX =XTAT 0 0’ (2.13) 
This implies that A+X;~P&TE%~. With V=A+X~P,T and Z=X, the 
formula (2.12) reduces to 
X=A+X;fAT+Xo-A+AXo, 
and then, in view of (2.13), to X=X o, thus completing the proof of (2.10). 
The representation (2.11) follows by similar arguments. n 
It may be noted, in conclusion, that the problem of determining a general 
representation of the left symmetrizer of a given matrix has already been 
considered in Baksalary and Kala [2] in the context of a search for a general 
representation of an admissible linear estimator in a Gauss-Markoff model. A 
representation obtained there is almost identical with that given in (2.2), 
although it was derived under the additional assumption that the matrix 
which is to be symmetrized is itself symmetric. 
3. APPENDIX 
The technique of vectorizing matrices will be used to prove Lemmas 1 
and 2. Given IJE?JR~+, the symbol vecU will stand for the np x 1 vector 
formed by writing the columns of U one under the other in sequence. It is 
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known (Neudecker [S, S]) that, for any T E’S+,,, “, U ES,, p, and V E%+,. 4, 
vec(TUV) = (VT@T) vecU, (3.1) 
where V*@T is the Kronecker product of VT and T. Given W E %,, “, 
the symbol vech W will stand for the i n( n + 1) X 1 vector formed by writing 
the columns of W, each from the diagonal element downwards, one under 
the other in sequence. (The abbreviation “vech” for “vector, half’ is adopted 
here following Searle 173.) It is clear that for any order n there exist the 
unique matrices G,HE?JR;,(,+,),,s of ranks r(G)-r(H)=; n(n+I) such 
that, for any WE nt,, n, 
HvecW=vechW, 
and, for any WE%:, 
GTvechW=vecW. (3.2) 
Magnus and Neudecker [4] g ave an extensive study of the properties of the 
vech operator and the matrices G and H. Among other things they have 
proved that, for any WE ?JlZ,,, n, 
GTH(W@W)GT=(W@JW)GT (3.3) 
and 
a[H(W@W)GT]={X,hi:Xi,AiEo(W);i=l ,a.., n, j-i ,..., n}, 
(3.4) 
where u( . ) denotes the set of eigenvalues of a matrix argument. 
Proof of Le?nnMl 1. We have to show that, for any T&?L,,, and 
UE%~,, of ranks r(T)=tand r(U)=u, 
dim{Z-PT=ZP,:ZE31L,,,} =np-tu. (3.5) 
First observe that, on account of (3.1), the subspace occurring on the 
left-hand side of (3.5) is isomorphic to the subspace 
{(I,@I,-PQ@P5T)vecZ:ZE%,,,}. 
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Consequently, 
dim{Z-P5TZPOZl:ZE9R,,p} =r(I,@X,-P%@PTT). (3.6) 
But the matrix I,@I, - P,@P,= is idempotent, and hence, since the trace 
of the Kronecker product of matrices equals the product of their traces, 
r(I,~I,-PG(l~P~T)=tT(Ip~In-PDZ1~PST) 
= np - tr(Pa) tr(Pyir) 
= np - r(PQ)r(PgT) 
=np-tu, 
which, inserted into (3.6), gives (3.5). H 
Proof of Lemma 2. We have to prove that, for any TEAR,,, and 
UE% 
“.P 
such that 5 T=‘?L, 
dim{TYU:YE%;}=+(24+1), (3.7) 
where u = dim %. As in the proof of Lemma 1, first observe that, on account 
of (3.1) and (3.2), the subspace occurring on the left-hand side of (3.7) is 
isomorphic to the subspace 
and therefore, 
But 
r[ (u~@T)G=] =r[ (P,@P9,T)GT] 
= r[ (P,@P,)G’], 
the last equality being a consequence of the assumption that ?Fr = ‘%. 
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Further, in view of (3.3), 
r[ (Pa@P&GT] 2 r[H(Ps@P9,)GT] 
> r[ GTH(Px@PPg,)GT] 
=r[ (Pa@Pg,)GT], 
and hence 
dim{TYU:Y~‘!JR~} =r[H(PQ@PQ)GT]. 
Using (3.3) once again, it can easily be verified that H(P,@PQ)GT is 
idempotent. Consequently, denoting the eigenvalues of P, by A, (i = 1,. . . , n) 
and applying (3.4), it follows that 
Hence (3.7) results immediately by observing that, since P, is an idempotent 
matrix of rank u, it has u eigenvalues equal to 1 and the remaining n-u 
eigenvalues equal to 0. H 
The authors wish to thank the refmees for their careful reading of the 
munuscript, and particularly one of them for indicating a possible eztension 
of the original results. 
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